American health care is in the middle of a second revolution in quality. The Flexner revolution that occurred almost 100 years ago led to profound changes in physician training. The current revolution is addressing quality of care. Specialty board certification and maintenance of certification are key drivers of physician professional development and improvement of care.

I am honored to be able to participate in this anniversary celebration and to be invited to respond to Dr. Weiss’ comments about the future of maintenance of certification (MOC). My wife Anne and I have been part of the American Board of Family Medicine family for more than 10 years—more than a quarter of its existence—and we value the close friendships that have we have made.

Dr. Weiss has presented an excellent history of specialty board certification and MOC. He has made a compelling argument for additional changes to the MOC process to meet the board’s missions of assuring the public of physician quality, including increased patient and public involvement, increased transparency, addressing variation in diagnostic decision making, increased focus on system-based practice and physician accountability. I would like address 2 of the issues he has raised. The first is the role of the public in MOC and the second is physician accountability.

Paul Batalden at Dartmouth has developed an equation for quality that states: quality = science + context. Patients are entitled to the best science in medicine, but that is not enough to assure the highest quality. The scientific and technical care must be delivered within the context of what patients want and need, and they have to be active partners in determining this. If we are to improve quality we must improve the science we practice, but we must also better understand how to influence the contextual issues that influence our patients’ health. MOC is trying to capture some of this by requiring assessment of physicians’ communication skills and professionalism, but we can go further.

Rather than the profession independently defining the standards for communication, professionalism, and patient-centered care, we should invite patients to help us do this. We should continually ask patients what they want from health care and do our best to meet their needs. For example, do they really want to choose between good care and bad care or do they want good care no matter where they go? The answer to this question influences the choice of 2 very different approaches to the use of measurement data. All of the 6 core physician competencies except medical knowledge require either feedback or collaboration from patients to assess and improve quality of care. Similarly, except for a relatively few examples involving clinical effectiveness, all 6 of the Institute of Medicine dimensions of quality require involvement of the patient and/or the multidisciplinary team to define, assess, and improve care.

Even if physicians wanted to, they cannot regulate their own profession without involving patients, the public, and other health care team members. Boards can set some of the standards but for many other standards patient and public input is essential. A good example is unprofessional conduct, which often involves legal issues and behavior that can only be evaluated at a local level in the local context. Although the boards have the responsibility to set standards for physician professional development, patients should have a major say relative to the competencies of communication, professionalism, patient care, and system-based prac-
tice. They should also have a major say in defining quality dimensions of timeliness, efficiency (waits and delays), patient-centered care, and efficacy.

In the 2000 millennium issue of *Lancet*, the Spanish historian Lazaro stated that one of most profound changes in medicine during the past 1000 years has been the recent development of informed consent. He argued that this has changed the interaction between physicians and patients from a vertical to a horizontal relationship, with the patient in control. Previously, the physician was the holder of knowledge and dispenser of advice that was not to be challenged; now, the physician is a consultant who is invited into the life of the patient to provide care, offer advice, and help the patient make informed decisions. It is time for the profession to partner with patients at the national level, not just the individual patient level. This means more public members involved in the MOC process and more partnerships with patients and public entities to develop standards and tools for assessing physician competencies.

The second part of Batalden’s quality equation relates to the need for improving science in medicine. Although the external world is focused on access and cost of care, the revolution occurring within the profession is centered around how to promote professional development to deliver optimum quality of care outcomes and how to master the tremendous explosion of new knowledge and complex technology. Outcome-based medicine has been made possible by the ability to define, measure, and improve quality of care. Historically, physicians have said to patients, “Trust me, I am a physician.” Clinicians have acted in good faith that they were delivering the best possible quality of care to their patients. Only recently have patients and the public begun to reply, “We trust you, but show us the data.”

Physicians who have traditionally practiced anecdotally, relying on their individual perceptions of quality and outcomes based on a relatively small number of patients in their individual practices, are now asked to formally assess and improve outcomes of care. The focus on individual patients has led to significant progress, but health services researchers have discovered that it has also resulted in significant practice variation, often with undesired outcomes. Faced with evidence of variation in care, physicians are now beginning to ask themselves “Is this data real?” “If it is, how do I respond?” “How do I really know that what I do works?” “How can I improve?” There are external factors driving physicians to change practice behavior, including measurement and regulation, financial penalties and incentives, and the threat of malpractice. Increasingly, however, physicians are realizing that if they are risking a patient’s life on the care they and their team deliver, they have the professional obligation to actually measure whether the care they deliver is safe, timely, and evidence-based, whether it meets patients’ needs, and, if there are gaps in quality, to improve the quality of care.

To be meaningful and relevant, the MOC process must help physicians achieve this. Although the use of science to generate new knowledge remains critical, perhaps the most important recent advancement has been the introduction of improvement science into health care. Quality improvement science has provided a method for systematically analyzing and improving processes of care that can lead to improved outcomes. In addition, the focus on quality, especially related to patient safety, has introduced a systems approach to addressing quality and safety. MOC requires that physicians be competent in system-based practice, including teamwork and patient safety.

Finally, the requirement that all diplomates measure and improve quality of care requires an approach to assessment and standard setting that is different than the assessment of medical knowledge. Several health services researchers have pointed out the inherent difficulties in trying to distinguish whether one individual physician’s clinical performance differs from another in a valid, statistically significant manner. Issues of small sample size, how much of a patient’s care can be attributed to any one individual physician, and how to adjust for confounding factors such as severity of illness makes measuring individual physician clinical quality a difficult task. In addition, the greater problem of clinical quality in American health care is not that a few physicians and hospitals provide low-quality care, but rather that there is a significant gap between the mean performance of the majority of providers and optimum care. This approach represents a shift from searching for a small number of low-performing “bad apples” to a focus on improving the performance of the majority of physicians, the “good apples” (Figure 1).
The challenge is how to help all physicians and their care teams deliver better care no matter where they are rather than trying to change only a few low-performing physicians. Because board certification is a voluntary process it relies on physician professionalism to work—the inherent desire to do what is right for patients. The boards have fundamentally altered their roles from simply assessing physicians to assessing and helping physicians improve their own professional development and performance in practice. In doing this, the American Board of Medical Specialties boards have become drivers for changing physician practice behavior to improve quality of care.

The following bulleted items suggest how MOC for family physicians might look in the future:
• outcome driven (part 2 and 4 activities that help diplomates assess and demonstrate improvement in care);
• population based (MOC requirement to improve care for a defined population of patients);
• interdisciplinary (requirement to demonstrate competency in teamwork and systems analysis and redesign);
• focused on patients with special health care needs (demonstrated competency in chronic care and attributes of a medical home);
• electronic and technology based (real-time data shared with patients, care teams, and colleagues and an electronic health record that directly supports MOC activities and processes);
• part of a larger system responsible for the health of a defined population with representative patient and public members involved in MOC (MOC requirement to be competent in analyzing and helping to fix system issues that affect quality of care);
• collaborative practice (regional and national);
• predictive and longitudinal care (genetics); and
• outcome-based education (maintain a portfolio that demonstrates lifelong professional development and includes data documenting professional development over time).
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